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- rpm sensor, which produces an alternating, single 
phase signal whose frequency indicates the engine 
speed 

- detonation sensor for recognizing the cylinder 
where there is detonation and then correcting the 
ignition advance 

- throttle position potentiometer for recognizing the 
minimum, partial and full load conditions 

timing sensor. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The engine management control unit S11 controls and 
regulates the entire electronic injection and ignition 
system. 
The direct supply for the system arrives from the 
battery from the line for maxifuse EFI of G56A. 
The supply controlled by the ignition arrives from the 
line protected by fuse S58. 
The control unit S11 is supplied directly by the battery 
at pin 70 of connector A. The ignition-controlled sup
ply, on the other hand, reaches pin 67 of connector A 
via the line protected by fuse G389. 
The main relay S41 controls the entire system: it is 
energized by a control signal (earth) coming from pin 
25 of connector A of the control unit 511 and, as a 
result, sends a supply: 

- to the control unit connector A pins 3, 5 and 6; to 
coils A8, and to pressure regulator S62 through the 
line protected by fuse S46; 

- to the air flow meter S5, to the fuel vapour recovery 
solenoid valve M15, to the variable geometry sole
noid valve S57, to the phase transformer actuator 
S15 and to the Lambda sensors S35; (all these lines 
are protected by fuse S45). 

The fuel pump relay S12a is supplied by the line for 
the MAXI FUSE EFI G56A. It is energized by a control 
signal (earth) coming from pin 30 of connector A of the 
control unit S11 and provides the supply for the elec
tric fuel pump P18 which is connected to earth through 
the inertia switch H20 which, in the case of an impact, 
interrupts the circuit and prevents the supply of fuel 
which would be dangerous. 

S11 connector A pins 1,2 and 4 must be connected 
to engine earth G60. 

Revs sensor S31 provides information on engine 
speed, through a frequency signal sent out to control 
unit S11 connector B pins 40 and 55. 

Phase sensor S52 is powered by control unit S11 
connector B pin 21, receives a reference earth from 
connector B pin 26 and sends out a frequency signal 
corresponding to the phase to the control unit connec
tor B pin 41. 

Fuel pressure sensor S61 is powered by control unit 
S11 connector B pin 21, receives a reference earth 
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from connector B pin 26 and sends out a frequency 
signal corresponding to the fuel pressure to the control 
unit connector B pin 24. 

Power brake vacuum sensor S60 comes into oper
ation by properly reducing the load so as to restore 
most efficient braking: the sensor is powered by con
trol unit S11 connector B pin 21, receives a reference 
earth from connector B pin 26 and sends out a signal 
corresponding to power brake vacuum to the control 
unit connector B pin 42. 

Engine temperature transmitter L1 receives a refer
ence earth from control unit S11 connector B pin 57 
and provides a signal proportional to the engine fluid 
temperature to the control unit connector B pin 9. The 
transmitter itself provides information to the instru
ment with the engine temperature gauge and warning 
light (see "On-board panel"). 

The four oxygen sensors S35 provide control unit S11 
with information about correct composition of the air
fuel mixture at different exhaust positions: two ofthem, 
of the linear type, are located before the pre-cata
Iyzers; the other two, of the planar type, are located 
after them. 

Linear oxygen sensor S35b sends out the signals to 
S11 connector A pins 53,52 and 74, whereas pin 75 
provides the reference earth. Oxygen sensor S35b is 
heated by a resistor, so as to ensure correct operation 
even when the engine is cold. The resistor is powered 
by the main remote-control switch and receives an 
earth signal from control unit S11 connector A pin 73. 

Linear oxygen sensor S35a sends out the signals to 
Sll connector A pins 79,58 and 80, whereas pin 57 
provides the reference earth. Oxygen sensor S35a is 
heated by a resistor, so as to ensure correct operation 
even when the engine is cold. The resistor is powered 
by the main remote-control switch and receives an 
earth signal from control unit S11 connector A pin 29. 

Planar oxygen sensor S35e sends out the signal to 
S11 connector A pin 77, whereas pin 76 provides the 
reference earth. Oxygen sensor S35e is heated by a 
resistor powered by the main remote-control switch, 
and receives an earth signal from control unit S11 
connector A pin 49. 

Planar oxygen sensor S35d sends out the signal to 
Sll connector A pin 55, whereas pin 56 provides the 
reference earth. Oxygen sensor S35d is heated by a 
resistor powered by the main remote-control switch, 
and receives an earth signal from control unit 511 
connector A pin 94. 

Knock sensor S20 makes it possible to have, through 
a frequency signal sent out to control unit S11 connec
tor B pin 44, information on the knock conditions. It 
receives a reference earth from connector B pin 59. 

Air flow meter S5 (powered by remote-control switch 
S41) receives the reference voltage from the control 
unit connector A pin 17, and sends out a signal pro
portional to the air flow to connector A pin 10. Inside 
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